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Arbitrate family law cases to save time, money

For some, the move to privately operated systems of resolving family law disputes might cause uncertainty. But the
reality is that such a paradigm shift is desperately needed.

Under the current system, cases sit languishing in limbo with a three to four-year backlog of disputes that are either
not heard or only partly heard.

Recently, the government announced a comprehensive review of the family law system by the Australian Law
Reform Commission, and upon making the announcement, Attorney-General George Brandis suggested greater
emphasis on “collaborative” solutions — he meant settlements or mediation. This does nothing to address cases that
cannot be resolved through settlement or mediation.

Opening a new pathway to halve the backlog of cases awaiting trial requires the government to be bold and
progressive by incorporating the privatisation of family law disputes into its overall review.

This can be done by placing greater emphasis on a familiar concept: arbitration. In contrast to mediation, this
involves hearing both sides and making a decision, much like a court does, except it is done privately with the
parties paying for the cost of the arbitrator and venue.

Arbitration, unlike mediation, has been almost non-existent since its introduction to the Family Law Act 27 years
ago.

A healthy alternate dispute resolution system that has arbitration as a cornerstone is the only viable alternative —
unless the government plans to inject significant funds into family law annually to reduce the backlog and maintain
the system.

Arbitration is firmly entrenched as part of the framework for resolving commercial disputes within the state court
systems because business recognises protracted litigation can result in not just excessive legal fees, but reduced
productivity.

This raises the question: why have lawyers and their clients not taken up the cause of private arbitration?

Systemic flaws in the system can be overcome if everyone plays by the rules, but anyone who has been around
litigation for any period of time will tell you, if advantages are available the rules will be abused to advantage the
other party.

If the government and the Family Court would turn their attention to putting in place robust rules to overcome the
problems, the legal profession would respond by providing the resourcing and advice to clients that would change
the landscape of family law.

If the legislative and court rules framework were in place, law firms would offer arbitration services that would
provide clients with a forum to have their say in a court-like environment.

The evidence of both sides could be tested, a transcript could be made available for the parties — and for any
possible appeal — and a result could be provided within 90 days of commencing the process.

This could reduce the backlog by flushing out all cases using delaying tactics, so that cases are decided on their
merits as early as possible.

The question remains: why would people pay for a private arbitration when they can have access to a judge in the
existing court system without being charged for that service?

In the current system, delays cost money whether or not the parties are legally represented.

While the upfront cost of arbitration may seem significant, it pales in comparison with the cost of having the court
make a decision in several years’ time.
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Peter Magee is the managing partner and founder of Armstrong Legal and head of the firm’s family law division

RBA slated on rates, big banks raise alarm
ADAM CREIGHTON, MICHAEL RODDAN

Former Treasury secretary Ken Henry has issued an extraordinary attack on the RBA’s framework for setting rates.

Turnbull enters the danger zone
SIMON BENSON

There are those in cabinet and the ministry who have come to the conclusion that it’s game over for Malcolm Turnbull.

Hold on to your hats
JAMIE WALKER

The surreal campaign ends as it began, mired in uncertainty and with the people sending a loud message they’re fed up
with politics as usual.

Lyon brings opening day to life
MIKE ATHERTON

Nathan Lyon may have once again turned a cricket Test match, just not in the way one would usually expect.

Really, why do they bother?
JAMES MACKINTOSH

As Wall Street’s predictions for 2017 prove to have been largely wrong, things analysts missed are more interesting than
forecasts.

Austal winner in navy ships deal
RORY CALLINAN

European and Australian ship builders Lurssen and Austal are big winners in deal to build Navy’s new offshore patrol
vessels.

Palaszczuk defends tax hikes
CHARLIE PEEL, SARAH ELKS

Annastacia Palaszczuk says less than “1 per cent” of her state’s residents would be hit with a four new taxes.

My top 10 triumphs as PM
KEVIN RUDD

A decade on after blasting John Howard out of office, it’s worth remembering the achievements of which we can be
proud.
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